
ERP SYSTEM IN AIR ASIA

Third, AirAsia implements Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system. It is a packaged of business software that
integrates organizational.

The top management should also be responsible in emphasizing the benefits to their subordinates and
producing supporting policy to ensure the success of the. Section 5. Cost advantages created by AirAsia
through operational effectiveness and efficiency go directly to the customers. In order to increase the
efficiency of operational performance and manage its supply chain, AirAsia had implemented the ERP system.
Bradford, R. CRM besides can assist AirAsia to organize client communications if AirAsia confronting
troubles, such as battles to keep multiple mailing lists for different groups of clients. Is the System Effective in
Supporting the Organization. Much information is available in the website. Threat of new entry is moderate;
high capital requirement and government barrier such as air service agreement can act as barriers to entry.
Yield Management System YMS It is also known as Revenue Management System; it understands, anticipates
and reacts to the behavior of customer to maximize revenue for the organization. Last but non least, CRM is a
powerful competitory tool that ever serves clients better by understanding their demands, wants, and
behaviors. An important feature is that Open Skies seamlessly integrates with the already implemented YMS
so that the systems can be used in unison for pricing and revenue maximization by providing information on
bookings, schedules etc and driving down the costs of operation at the same time. Firstly, incremental
approach will divide the project into smaller scope thus complexity and conflicts are reduced; the project will
then be more likely to succeed. AirAsia hence should react to clients when it is needed. On the other hand,
companies wanted to implement APS system are aware about the benefits and risks involved in the APS
implementation. AirAsia used this efficient system to allow users to access and check seating availability,
flight schedules, airline fare, booking reservations and generating tickets. Select â€” Select a departing flight
with the chosen from the available list to show the summary information of the flight and cost breakdown.
This leads to reduced labor costs and business operations will be more effective and efficient. The images used
to attract the attention of consumers who want to make ticket reservations online. A too bureaucratic
organisational structure may hinder successful project implementation. CRM also can help AirAsia to organise
customer communications if AirAsia facing difficulties, such as struggles to maintain multiple mailing lists for
different groups of customers. It works as the brain of supply chain activities Ahmed, by gearing activities in
relation with suppliers and customers requirements. This system besides help in planning and let companies to
run more efficiency because it avoid duplicate of information and avoid rework Oz,  Flexible structure enables
streamlined communication and knowledge transferring between project team members and users at various
levels. Finally, industry rivalry is moderately high due to price as the basis of competition and high exit cost.
All customer specific data is completely secure and private covered from AirAsia. AirAsia will have better
connectivity across the supply chain in terms of cross-functional scheduling and planning with suppliers and
customers. This takes into account the operating costs and aids AirAsia to optimize prices 9 Strategic
Enterprise Systems Group Project and allocate capacity to maximize expected revenues. An additional benefit
of implementing ERP system reduced operating costs, such as lower costs of production, marketing, inventory
control, and help desk support.


